NOW AVAILABLE

Millwright
4th Edition

NCCER’s Millwright program provides comprehensive and relevant training in the Millwright craft. This comprehensive curriculum moves to four levels in the 4th edition to fit standard four-year industry training programs.

Millwright 4e updates include:

1. Enhanced coverage of all five conveyor types, their application, and the environments where they are commonly found; introduces several approaches to belt conveyor drive options.

2. New “features” sections throughout the program present technical tips and professional practices based on scenarios encountered on real job sites.

3. Enriched material on all eight types of predictive testing and inspection approaches with supportive art.


About NCCER

NCCER is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) education foundation created by the construction industry to develop standardized curriculum and assessments with portable credentials and certifications for skilled craft professionals.

To learn more, connect with your Pearson NCCER Executive Director.
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